"Working without a deadline is freeing in some respects, but for me probably more challenging. Deadlines force decisions, and often decisions are hard to make. With a deadline one must accept that there simply isn't time for perfection, and throw something on the table anyway. As often as not-and I mean that literally-those tossed off ideas have a great deal of merit. Some part of me also thrives on the pressure of a deadline. On the other hand, removing the time pressure can allow one to work in riskier, more unfamiliar ways. For me it is a chance to break my own mold, to let go of some of the tried and true creation methods that experience has taught me will usually produce something audience worthy, to go out on a limb. As an artist, as a human for that matter, it is good to venture out onto those exposed, unprotected limbs from time to time and look at the view." -Kate Alton THIS DANCE, created and performed by Kate Alton.
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Movement artist and choreographer Candice Irwin.
"When I am working without deadlines, I find myself procrastinating to create because I find it hard to validate investing that time in myself. My inner voice can be pretty self-sabotaging to my creative desire to indulge and explore. Therefore, I often end up giving myself multiple mini deadlines (informal showings, visits from mentors) so that the perfectionist in me is forced to step aside and allow the artist in me to play." -Candice Irwin "In The ROGUE Show, which I co-created with Bruce Barton, the research was both guided and intuitive. Without a distinct deadline initially, I found that there were no filters or preconceived calculations except for the examination of ideas which lead itself to pure instinct and impulse in a direction that was only implied, not yet defined. Driven by the desire to immerse myself as deeply and incoherently as possible, in order to retrieve nuggets at a later time." -Allen Kaeja "Working without a deadline allows my collaborators and I to begin a new project by stripping away previously conceived or practiced techniques, patterns, or art-making habits. Pure Research allows us to bring years of collective professional knowledge and experience into an experimental environment where new ideas and concepts can be guided by the curiosities, perceptions, sensations, intuitions, and imaginations of the group. When the pressure to 'deliver' is removed our creation process will often flow without restraint, and this is exhilarating. Individuals relax and open and start listening and responding to one another with new layers of consciousness and care. It feels like we collectively achieve profoundly personal, vulnerable states and develop trust and kindness, attuning and connecting to one another and to the process and the work we are creating in truly marvelous new ways." -Andrea Nann "When there is no deadline it is tempting to lie down on the floor and talk to myself for longer than normal. But my 'type A' personality gets anxious at being without a quantifiable target. I think this is good for all of us, and especially me: to be in the mire and muck and to suss out the qualities that are valuable and that I want to embody. My body makes movement that is both quieter and wilder. So does my heart." -Lucy Rupert ctr 172 fall 2017 
